
Jamie 
Benson

Jamie's approach is hands-down 
the best. It's personal, authentic, 

generous, excited, and radical— all 
qualities I wish more communication 

in this world could be.

Lily Binns, Co-Executive Director
Pilobolus Dance Company

Speaking Topics
Social Media For Artists
-Smackdown self-promo hurdles
-Learn why it’s not about you
-Fix 6 common cringey missteps
-Easily attack analytics & ads
-Empower via groups & lists
-Awaken social’s sleeping giant

P.R. for Closet Creatives
-Breakdown modern influence
-Harness origin stories
-Turn truth into content
-Capture attention via email
-Gain website must-haves
-Seduce 21st century press

Igniting Participation
-Wield Web 2.0 Power
-See people behind data
-Inspire action more easily
-Collect new digital tools
-Work around algorithms
-Romance the brain

As seen in:

Offerings and Rates
Workshop  

$800 per hour (up to 3)

Keynote Address 

$800 - $1000

Private Consultation 

$1000 per hour

@jamiebensoninfo@jamiebenson.com
(323) 704 5287

Jamie Benson

@jamiejbenson in/jamiejbenson

Performer / Speaker / Consultant

CONTACT:

LEARN  MORE
jamiebenson.com

Presentation

$350 per half hour

Fun-drenched speech 
with take-home tactics

Results-oriented lab where 
strategies are put to action

Personalized, detail-rich 
speech on requested topic

Deeply customizable strategic 
plan with resource folder

Dance as Medicine
-360 approach to well-being
-Scientific studies involving: 
Parkinson's, Multiple Sclerosis, 
depression, senior citizens,
PTSD, recovering from injury
-Dance vs prescription drugs

As an institution-less, rebel-clown choreographer, Jamie Benson defies performance 
traditions & dares a mass audience to interact with dance. Heralded as "Chaplin-like” by Backstage 
West & “Insightful & Irreverent” by LA Weekly, Benson's highbrow-meets-lowbrow work has been 
presented around the United States, across the international film festival circuit, within the Phaidon 
book Wild Art, & funded by the Brooklyn Arts Council.

In addition to being a fringe artist, Benson is also a bonafide marketing nerd who graduated 
magna cum laude from Baruch College with a BA in digital communications. Now he concocts 
daring & unconventional promotional methods that revolutionize how creative industries advocate 
for worthy causes. In his actioned-oriented labs, Benson’s tough love approach is mitigated by a 
relentless sense of humor, with the aim to abolish self-destructive habits & inspire a fun-first “big 
picture” outlook about creative ventures.

Jamie Benson has worked with & presented for NYU Tisch, Dance NYC, CUNY Dance Initiative, 
Lower Manhattan Cultural Council, Noel Pointer Foundation, Trent & Company, NJCU Arts Center, 
Creatives MX, Kupferberg Center for Art, Pilobolus Dance, & famed film composer David Newman.
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